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SUPER-CHARGE YOUR WORKOUT WITH A MEDICINE BALLTap the power of the weighted

medicine ball to tone your whole body and build lean muscles and a shredded core. Medicine

Ball Workouts shows how to use one of the most useful and versatile fitness tools out there to

curl, press, toss and catch your way to getting in the best shape of your life. Perfect for

beginners and advanced athletes alike, this book details medicine-ball exercises like:•PUSH-

UPS for increased upper-body & core strength•SQUATS , LUNGES & THRUSTERS to build a

strong powerful lower body•BURPEES & TOSSES to improve explosive speed & full-body

power•TURKISH GET-UPS to develop flexibility & dexterityWith day-by-day programs and easy-

to-follow , step-by-step exercises, Medicine Ball Workouts transforms simple moves into fun,

challenging and highly effective functional cross-training workouts for total-body fitness and a

ripped physique.heart-pounding cardio workouts that tone the body from shoulders to toes.
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Brandon Clovis, CA, “This is a great book on medicine ball exercises. I just recently bought

several books on using medicineballs. My goal is losing fat and getting into shape. This

program in here for beginners gives me the path to building a body that will attract the ladies.

The program is very vigorous. I am a middle aged fat guy not an athlete at all. This program

works for me but it is tough. I am loosing about 2.5 to 3 pounds per week with both exercise

and eating changes. I have bought about 3 other books on the subject and this is the best of

them. I highly recommend it. I have a long path ahead but this program will get me there. The

book has a basic & advanced track. I am only on the basic one at this time.I have purchased

balls in the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & 8 pound toning balls.I have purchased medicine balls in the 6, 8,

10, & 12 pound double handed balls”

B. J. Madison, “Good book. This is an excellent book and is very helpful for having a good and

thorough workout. We are both using it and it has from beginner to advanced exercises”

Mary R. Salluce, “Five Stars. Provided specifics and gives specific workouts. Everything you

need to use your medicine ball.”

C. Pinkney, “Five Stars. Awesome product, Awesome seller! *****”

Bds, “Five Stars. Just started reading I will get back to it so sat so good”

James, “Five Stars. Great book. Thank you.”

K. G. A. Alavi, “Simple, but effective. This book is great in it's simplicity. It has a number of

detailed exercise and game that can be done with the medicine balls. There are parts of the

book that I think are done very well, Brett Stewart goes out of his way to stress safety, and

gives alternatives for different level of fitness and experience. One thing I would have done

differently was that I would have put the programs after the section with all the excises. I can

understand why it was done the way it was as some people would have seen the excises and

then just run out and build there one program without seeing which should fit together.This

book is short, simple,easy to follow with many good/innovative ideas of how to use Medicine

balls. It is what it is what is say on the cover, and caters to novices to advanced athletes. If you

have bought a medicine ball then the way to look at this books is to see it as an instructional

manual.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent delivery service. Excellent delivery service , book in good

condition. Information concise , useful with the right amont of illustrated photo`s. Short book -

111 pages but informative information. Recommend to first time users of medicence balls -

JFO”

Tim Locks, “Some great ideas in here!. Nicely laid out book. Lots of thought has gone into this

publication.”

The book by Brett Stewart has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 102 people have provided feedback.
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